Abstract
Introduction
Medical data field contains various rich informatio n of the object and human body, and only differentiating between them can have the purpose and the choice to carry on their analysis and demonstration. However, the correct segmentation of medical data field does not obtain the satisfactory solution until now, and is still one of research hotspots in the medical visible technology because the segmentation itself is an ill posed problem, and as a result of the complexity and multiplicity of medical data field. In SIGGRAPH99 annual meeting, Hans once presented [1] that "main problems existed in the present visual method were not 3D display, but was the identification and segmentation of the voxel. Because the human beings did not grasp the rule of their own sensation image completely, they could not give a unit ed algorithm and strategy for the image understanding." "If the basic problem of the segmentation was not solved, nothing in the visual public problem would be completed. In spite of the existence of many research results, we have not solved this problem yet (at least on the basic and scientific meaning)."
Data mining was originally a term in the statistics and meant a process to explore the data rules and characteristics without prior hypothesis verification. In recent years, the data mining technology is considered to have the exciting research background. If this technology obtains the rapid development and perfection, it will be able to be applied widely. While the data mining technology begins to be applied in many respects abroad, it is now in the pha se of theoretical exploration and applicable experiment generally at home, and only has the preliminary application in the computer network and the management decision -making. In addition, the reports of the application in the medical data field segmentati on are rarely seen [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Mathematically, the so-called clustering is that massive d-dimension data samples (n pieces) gather into k classes ( n k  ) to maximize the similarity of the samples in the same classes and minimize it in different classes. The clustering process is to classify the data objects with many attributes constantly, the clustering algorithm carries out the classification automatically, and the data is cut into several classes through the recognition of data characteristi c. Therefore, it is considered that the clustering rule can be used completely to mine the algorithm, find the clustering basis of each target, and then carry on the recognition and segmentation according to this basis. The next key question is to seek a clustering mining algorithm to derive this clustering basis.
Although there are many segmentation algorithms advanced at present, many of them have carried on the certain hypotheses [6] [7] [8] to the sample data analysis like spherical distribution, linear distribution, plane distribution, etc.. In the hierarchical clustering algorithm, it is easy to divide the quite slender linear distribution into several parts to be fallen into different classes separately because the centroid with classes (Centroid) represent s all points within the classes. Jain once advanced a segmentation method [4] based on the density that the sample sets are segmented into some non-overlapping regions to calculate the sample number each region contained and draw the density histogram, in which, the larger density region is the centre of the classes. In this algorithm, the selection of region size affects the segmentation results greatly that the larger region cannot obtain the meaningful classes, and the time and space complexity of the algorithm are increased sharply in the smaller region. A segmentation algorithm based on the density presented in the reference Ester [5] divides "density-reachable" and "densityconnected" points into one class, but it is not used for the high -dimension sample sets; in addition, it also inputs the parameters of the neighbo urhood radius, the density threshold value and so on. Because the determination of neighbourhood radius needs the complex calculation and the manual observation graph, it is very difficult to find the appropriate parameter value. The segmentation algorithm based on the density-isoline presented in the reference Zhao [6] successfully realizes the segmentation for different sizes of data sets with many distributions, but it has high demand and consumption for the operation hardware, and the algorithm efficiency is increased sharply along with the increase of data quantity calculation. The practicality is not strong regarding the actual scale of 3D medical data field. The flaws of the above traditional algorithms result in great difficulty increase of the data mining technology in the segmentation of large-scale medical data field, of which, the practicability is also reduced greatly.
The presented clustering segmentation algorithm based on density_isoline starts from the concept of the contour line, produces the density-isoline graph on the basis of the sample distribution density and finds the slightly centralized region of sample distribution from the density_isoline graph again so as to obtain a better segmentation results.
Data field pretreatment
Each voxel's gray level value (or color value) is given according to the people's habits or the users' requirements, and is not owned by substance itself. Therefore, the difference of adj acent data has a certain meaning while the absolute value of each data is of no importance in the data field. This algorithm suggests that the function values of original 3D data field is within the range of 0～255 in the normalization integration, and processed data replaces original data to give the gray level value so as to decrease the post-treatment memory demand and improve the post-treatment speed.
Although it is not simple for such problems as the time consumption that the data field turns 16-bit and 12-bit gray level images into 8-bit under the premise of keeping up the key information of the images in the process of the normalization pretreatment, the process is over in data format conversion of the pretreatment and any data field will be treated only once so as not to affect the whole algorithm efficiency.
Algorithm deduction
From a new angle, the segmentation is to find the quite intensive parts in the samples, and each intensive part is a class. Starting from this angle, it can design a density function and calculate the density nearby each sample so as to find the quite centralized regions in those samples according to the density value nearby each sample. These regions are the classes that we have to find. According to the definition of the clustering, the effect should be the best for the segmentation herein. The density-isoline segmentation algorithm starts from the clustering algorithm based on the density, combines the concept of the contour line map to present a new segmentation algorithm. In the contour line map, it not only can determine which the mountains are according to the contour line, but also can find the mountain peaks higher than the certain height as required. In a similar way, the sample segmentation can be the fact that the density of the sample distribution is firstly calculated to draw the contour line map (i.e. density-isoline graph (referred as iso-line graph)) for the sample distribution density, and then choose the appropriate density_isoline from the graph, so the parts that these density_isolines surrounded are the quite intensive parts in the sample and the parts to be segmented. Moreover, it can find the classes with the different density degree correspondingly accordi ng to the different requests.
According to the concept of the contour line map, the distances among the samples and the neighborhood radius size RT, the density_isoline segmentation algorithm calculates the density value of each sample. And then according to the given density threshold value DT, it finds the samples that all the densities are larger than DT as well as the sample sets that the distances in these samples are smaller than the threshold distance RT, and combines the overlapping sample sets to obtain a group of segmentation of original samples. However, the samples that did not belong to any classes and had extremely few classes are called the noise because their distributions are extremely sparse. In the density_isoline algorithm, all sample data are required to be pretreated, the value range of each attribute in the sample is [0,1] so as to calculate the distance matrix and simultaneously use the reasonable formula to count the size of the threshold distance.
Definition of density function
This algorithm mainly calculates the density function, and further derives the density _isoline from the density of each sample. The density-isoline algorithm uses the concept of the neighborhood distribution density. While a sample neighborhood refers the region that this sample distance is smaller than a fixed value, the sample number contained in this neighborhood is its neighborhood distribution density.
Calculate the neighborhood sample distribution density as Formula 1.
Among them, A and B are the input samples; Den (A) is the sample distribution density nearby sample A, and size (X) is the sample number in the set X, namely the size of set X. f (B, A) is a measure function of similarity between Sample A and Sample B, and T is a given threshold value. The measure function f is showed by the Euclidean distance. Take the sample number that the distance in a sample is smaller than the fixed value T as the density of this sample showed by Formula2.
In Formula 2, there are many methods to get the distance function. Generally use Minkovski distance as formula 3, among which,  is a positive integer. The most common distance measure takes 2   , namely Euclidean distance [6] [7] [8] .
(3)
Pixel processing and operational principle of the Algorithm
In order to quicken the efficiency and the ability of the algorithm to process the large -scale data field, the pixel operation and processing have to comply with the several following principles:
（1）Pre-segment the data field in the phase of the data field segmentation pretreatment, i.e.
use the methods of manual interaction and model guidance. （2）According to prior knowledge of the structure shape and the position that medical data field dissected the tissue, give the interactive definition to several seed points and take these seed points as the initial samples （3）According to the probability distribution of an established characteristic, directly classify the pixel points that the selected obvious characteristic belonged to a seed point, namely the points that have the obvious characteristics and definitely belong to a class will be marked as a class directly, and not be calculated. （ 4 ） Calculate the points that have no obvious characteristics and are classified strictly through mathematical algorithm, namely the points that are possible to belong to different classes only for the edge region or the edge transitional region carry on the algorithm operation and segmentation. （ 5 ） As for these points to be calculated, use the dot interlaced sampling to carry on the sampling calculation in the space. Namely make the sampling to calculate whether a point belongs to A class from the surrounded seed point A. When the calculation of the n point finishes, next po int to be calculated will be selected as n+2 but not n+1 according to the space order if the n point belongs to A class which can decrease half calculation and speed up algorithm prosessing ; if the calculation result is that the n+2 point belongs to A class, the n+1 point will be fallen into A class directly; if the calculation result is that the n+2 point does not belong to A class, the attribute that the n+1 point directs towards A class will be calculated repeatedly.
Such this reduces the blindness of the defined initial sample points greatly so as to enhance the accuracy of the segmentation, and also reduces the data quantity calculated by the algorithm greatly to enhance the algorithm efficiency.
Algorithm flow
(1) Calculate the distances between two arbitrary samples to get the distance matrix Dist as Equ4.
（2）According to the distance matrix, decide the neighborhood size as formula 5. : Namely give the number of the sample point within radius RT range. Each line in the matrix has to find the number that its distance is smaller than the threshold distance RT, and this number is the neighborhood sample distribution density tha t this line corresponds to the sample. According to the distribution density obtained, the sample iso -line graph can be drew (this iso-line graph does not need to be drew in actual segmentation process, and is concealed in the density matrix.) （4）According to the density matrix, decide the density threshold value as formula. 6 and Sign "[]" in it indicates the rounding operation.
（5）The merge directs towards the sample A that each density is larger than DT. If the distances of sample B and A are smaller than RT, and B's density is also larger than DT, A and B's classes are merged into a class, and the merge of such classes can obtain the segmentation result finally.
（6）If the segmentation result is not too ideal, the density threshold value DT can be adjusted through coefDT so as to carry on the optimization of the segmentation result. Among them, X is the sample set, n is the sample number, and coefDT and coefRT are the adjustable factors.
Selecting neighborhood size and density threshold value
It is simple to obtain each class from the density-isoline graph, so the algorithm of the densityisoline graph is mainly how to obtain the best density-isoline graph, in fact, how to confirm the neighborhood size RT. If the neighborhood is excessively small, the neighborhood distribution density of each sample will be very small, the segmentation result will have many classes, and each class will only contain the very few samples. The extreme situation is that the neighborhood is smaller than the minimum value of the distance among all the samples, and then each sample density is 1 and belongs to one class respectively. The number of the classes is equal to the sample number, so such segmentation result is meaningless. On the contrary, if the neighborhood is oversize, each sample neighborhood distribution density is very large, and the density value is quite close, from which, the density_isoline drew is very difficult to reflect the true distribution condition of the sample and cannot distinguish two classes with closer distance clearly. The class with closer distance is fallen into a class generally in the segmentation result. The extreme situation is the neighborhood is larger than the maximum value of the distances among all the samples, and then each sample density is n (n means the sample number) and all the samples are combined into one class. However, such segmentation result is still meaningless.
It can be seen from the above analysis that the neighborhood size should be between minimum and maximum values of the distances in all the samples, namely
. In general, except that the value adopting of the neighborhood satisfies the above conditions, the neighborhood density distribution derived is even as far as possible and the distribution scope is broad as far as possible, so the obtained density iso_line can reflect the sample distribution of each density level to find each class that hides among it. In the isopycnic segmentation algorithm, the methods of the neighborhood size and the density threshold value can be confirmed according to the sample number and the intensive degree of sample distribution. The value adoption of the neighborhood size is calculated by formula 7.
Among them, mean(Dist) means the mean value of the distance among all the samples. n is the sample number, coefRT is the adjustment factor of the neighborhood radius, and the value adoption is from 0 to 1. Several experiments indicate that good segmentation effect can be obtained under many situations when coefRT value adoption is 0.3.
The size of the density threshold value DT will decide the final result of the segmentation. If the density threshold value is small excessively, it will be able to cause the combination of the classes in nearer distance; if the density threshold value is oversized, it will be able to divide one class into several classes or large parts of the samples into the noise so as not to be able to use the information carried in the sample. In the density_isoline algorithm, the value adoption of the density threshold value is calculated by Equ.8.
(8)
Among them, coefDT is the adjustment factor of the density, and the value adoption is from 0.7 to 1. Several experiments indicate that good segmentation effect can be obtained under many situations when DT is 0.95.
Regarding the given sample set, the neighborhood size and the density threshold value are derived automatically from the algorithm according to the above formula. In addition, the size of the density threshold value DT can also be adjusted according to the segmentation result so as to adjust the segmentation result. In the event of knowing the number of the class in the sample set beforehand or determining to obtain several classes in advance, it is possible to adjust the adjustable parameter in the formula of the neighborhood size and the density threshold value to obtain the better segmentation effect.
Experimental result and analysis of the algorithm

Second-order headings
The experiment for the density-isoline segmentation algorithm is made through PC. PC configurations are as follows: P4 1.6G CPU and 256M memories. The different sizes of data sets with many distributions are used to simulate the algorithm. For which, the segmentation results that a groups of complex medical tissues measured the data field are only introduced. The experiment adopts two groups of chest MRI data fields and the size of the data field is 128 128 128   . The experimental result indicates, compared with traditional grey threshold segmentation, that the algorithm can segment the complex check region successfully and remove these disturbances of the irrelevant regions (noise) because the pretreatment process in this algorithm not only greatly reduces the processing unit, but also guarantees the approximate segmentation precision. See Fig.1 for the experimental results, and take the data as an example for the performance comparison of algorithm segmentation and traditional densityisoline clustering algorithm [8] . See Tab. 1 for the detailed results.
（a）Original Image （b）Segmentation result of the （c）Segmentation result of the algorithm in the paper grey threshold 
Algorithm operation analysis
In the algorithm, the reading-writing operation of each document takes one line in the distance matrix as a unit to reduce n which is not small number. In order to save the storage space, the integer carries on for the distance matrix, namely each distance is expressed by the integers of 2-byte length. In addition, the distance matrix can be also stored into the hard disk to save the memory space. The space of hard disk needed in all is 2 2 n  bytes.
Under the condition that d-dimension data is larger than 2, except the time to calculate the distance matrix Dist among the sample is added along with d increase, the calculations of other parts in the density-isoline segmentation algorithm do not need any change, and time complexity and space complexity are not affected by d. In other words, other parts beyond the distance calculation in the density-isoline algorithm have nothing with d-dimension data and only are relevant to sample number n.
Conclusion
The density-isoline segmentation algorithm starts from the isoline graph of the sample distribution to turn the regions an density-isoline segmented into one class respectively to find quite intensive parts in the sample distribution, which do satisfy the segmentation requirement. In a qualified sense, the segmentation result obtained by the density-isoline algorithm should be best. However, to get the best segmentation result has to get a better density-isoline graph firstly, select the appropriate density threshold value herewith secondly and combine the points the selected density-isoline embraced finally to obtain each segmentation class. It can be seen from the experimental result that: firstly, the densityisoline segmentation algorithm not only can discover the intensive regions of various samples, but also can effectively remove the noise disturbance to obtain the better segmentation result; next, in the realization efficiency of the algorithm, the processing time is reduced greatly and the practical application value of the density-isoline segmentation algorithm is enhanced in the segmentation of the 3D medical data field greatly because the data field pretreatment is presented and the algorithm is revised and improved according to actual characteristic of medical data field.
